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Complex Sociotechnical Systems
• Complex Sociotechnical Systems (CSS)
– Complex in the sense of a high degree of
connectivity, feedback and uncertainty
– A high degree of technological complexity
– Substantial and wide‐ranging social impacts

Motivation
•

Globalization has magnified the role of regions, restructuring social and economic
relationships into networks that span increasing distances.

•

At the same time, greater attention is paid to urban quality, as non‐vehicular
modes and compact forms of development become critical in an environmentally
conscious world.

•

HSR has the potential to integrate cities into mutually supportive networks across
long distances while also supporting more sustainable forms of development.

•

For HSR to become a sustainable investment, however, requires coordinated policy
efforts across levels of government and at different points in a project’s life‐cycle.

Research Goal
The goal is to improve understanding of the
role that HSR could play in guiding sustainable future growth.
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A Systems Perspective
To help address the complexity of HSR systems, our work:
examines ways of coupling institutional change with technological change
•

addresses the importance of uncertainty as a driver of system behavior

•

investigates multiple scales of both the physical environment and institutional
sphere

Discontinuous Regions
•

Our analysis concerns inter‐jurisdictional relationships

•

Special attention is paid to cities brought within one‐hour’s travel time of a larger
metropolis by HSR services

•

Mid‐distance service (<250 km) has strong spatial implications and can expand
connections to the scale of new discontinuous regions—single labor and
commercial markets that spans long distances but do not include all intermediate
areas.

“High‐speed rail infrastructure should not be
considered the end objective, but rather the
initiation of a long process of developing actions
and strategies to enhance its effects.”

José Maria de Ureña, "Preface," in Territorial Implications of High Speed Rail: A Spanish Perspective, ed. José
Maria de Ureña (Farnham, Surrey ; Burlington, VT: Ashgate, 2012), xix.
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Northeast Corridor (NEC) 101
• 457‐mile Washington – Boston
• Crosses eight states
– (MA, RI, CT, NY, NJ, PA, DE, MD)
and DC

• Amtrak owns 79% (363 miles)
– MNRR 56 miles, MBTA 38 miles

• Shared‐use rail corridor
– 153 Amtrak including Acela
Express, Northeast Regional, other
– 2,000 commuter trains
– 70 freight trains daily

• Busiest railroad in the U.S
– ~750,000 daily riders (Amtrak and
commuters)
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Introduction – Motivation
Past (up until 1988):

Today (last 10‐15 years):

Integrated railway
companies

Promotion of shared systems
Infrastructure

Operators

Railway Company

Capacity Pricing and
Allocation Mechanisms:
Rules to decide who gets
access to the tracks, when and
at what price

request
access

 Efficient use of infrastructure
 Introduction of competition
 Coordination problems
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Research Question
How do alternative capacity pricing and allocation
mechanisms affect the performance of shared railway
systems?
Performance (multiple criteria):
• infrastructure manager (cost recovery, utilization)
• train operators (timetable, access charges)
• end users (timetable, fares)
Thesis objectives
1. Identify and study representative mechanisms for capacity
pricing and allocation
2. Develop a framework to evaluate them
3. Understand and communicate trade‐offs between different
mechanisms for pricing and allocating railway capacity

Research Plan & Methodology

• Northeast
Corridor, US

Transportation Demand

Step 3: Analyze
Policy Implications

Capacity Pricing and Allocation Mechanism

Infrastructure

Step 1: Identify
Mechanisms
• Price‐based
• Capacity‐based
(auction)

Step 2: Develop Framework to Analyze

Train Operator (TO) Model
Decision: Operational decisions
Objective: Determine TOs’ demand for
scheduling trains and their willingness to pay
to access the infrastructure
Methodology: Financial Analysis
Infrastructure Manager (IM) Model
Decision: Final timetable and access charges
Objective: Determine the set of trains that
can be scheduled on existing infrastructure
Methodology: Network Optimization Model

Northeast Corridor – Results
Today’s Bilateral Contracts
• Train services: 153 intercity, 458 commuters
• IM Revenues: $0.8m per day (10% recovery considering a need of $7.1m per
day from 2010‐2030 for state‐of‐good‐repair; Gardner, 2013)
Price‐based Mechanism

Capacity‐based (auction) Mechanism

Proposed by NEC Commission, 2009

Proposed by Affuso, 2003; Perennes, 2014

• Access charges: $50 per train mile
• Train services: 60 intercity, 284
commuters
• TOs’ profits: $0.3m per day
• IM revenues: $4.2m (60% recovery)

• Access charges: $50 per train mile
• Train services: 118 intercity, 325
commuters
• TOs’ profits: ‐$0.5m per day
• IM revenues: $6.0m (85% recovery)

• More profits for train operators
• Easier to implement

• 20% more services
• 20% more infrastructure revenues

• NEC stakeholders should analyze alternative mechanisms before locking their
systems into one of them
Pena‐Alcaraz, Sussman, Webster, Perez‐Arriaga (2015)

Research Takeaways
1. Railway infrastructure shared use requires capacity
pricing and allocation mechanisms for coordination
purposes
2. The analysis of such mechanisms requires frameworks
that consider interactions between infrastructure
operations and infrastructure capacity
3. There are important trade‐offs among alternative
capacity pricing and allocation mechanisms
4. The design and implementation of adequate
mechanisms help mitigate coordination problems and
preserve benefits of shared railway systems
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Penn Station| Institutional sphere
800 towns, cities and villages

• Railroads
• Amtrak
• LIRR
• NJT
• MNR
• Regional Organizations
• Port Authority
• Regional Plan Association (non-profit)
• NYMTC
• NJTPA
• DOTs
• New York
• New Jersey
• Connecticut
• City Planning Agencies

Source: Regional Plan Association

• Civil Society
• Straphangers Association
• Municipal Arts Society
• Transit Agencies
• MTA
• NYC Transit
• New Jersey Transit
• City governments
• Mayor of New York
• State Governments
• Governors of New York, New
Jersey and Connecticut
• Federal government
And the list goes on….

Research Question
How do substantial changes in hub station governance affect station
and system characteristics and service, and ultimately regional
economic development?
• What is the magnitude of impact on the regional economy from
changes at a station level?
• How can this understanding help better reimagine the
characteristics of governing institutions and transportation
authorities?

Methods| Nested Complexity

Penn Station
Commuter Rail
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Physical
System
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sphere

Intercity Rail
Commuter Rail

Penn Station

Physical systems are embedded within,
and interact with, a complex institutional
and policy sphere and need to be jointly
optimized
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You can find completed theses online at our group
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